1993 yj jeep

The Jeep Wrangler YJ was the first generation of Jeep Wrangler four-wheel drive small off-road
vehicles , rebadging and succeeding Jeep 's CJ series , produced from to The first Wrangler
internally "YJ" was launched in and ran through Although the new Wrangler stood out by its
square headlights, its body was a direct evolution of the preceding CJ-7 , and rode on the same
wheelbase. The Wrangler featured an updated interior, offered more comfort and improved
safety and handling, through a revised chassis that included wider tracks and a slightly lower
stance. Development of a potential CJ-7 replacement was green-lit in , with engineering and
design work under Chuck Mashigan commencing. After approval earlier in , a final design freeze
occurred by the fall of , with CJ-7 based mules being built in late and the first production body
test prototypes in the spring of By late , development concluded, as the transition from pilot to
series production began. In February , the Jeep Wrangler was unveiled, entering production that
March, and going on sale on May 13, American Motors Corporation AMC had designed the new
Jeep to be more comfortable on-road in an attempt to attract more daily drivers. The YJ still had
leaf spring suspension similar to that of the CJ â€” however the springs were wider, and the
first Wrangler sported trackbar suspension links and anti-roll bars for improved handling and
safety, making it less easy to flip by untrained or unwary drivers. Despite the new grille, the
body is very similar to that of the CJ-7, and it is interchangeable with some minor modifications.
The YJ also was given a larger windshield over the CJ. The YJs are easily identifiable due to the
rectangular headlights and the fact that the wiper blades rest on the windshield, giving this
version a distinctive look. The blades rested on the windshield due to the now wider arc of the
blades to clean the larger windshield. These two changes were later removed when the TJ was
launched The YJ used a 2. The NP transfer case was used only for and replaced by the NP In ,
the Sahara model debuted. The roll cage was extended in to allow for rear shoulder belts, Also
that year, the YJ switched over to an electronic speedometer, outmoding the cable speedos on
older YJs. Anti-lock brakes were added as an option in An automatic transmission option for
4-cylinder Wranglers came in , as well as a standard center high-mounted brake light. Also, the
clutch slave cylinder on manual transmission Wranglers was moved outside of the
transmission's bellhousing to allow for easier replacement. In , the Dana 30 larger U-joints were
used [front axle U-joints x and rear pinion U-joint ]. There were no model year Jeep Wranglers.
This included the new TJ bumpstops on the hood rubber boots vs the traditional U-bars ,
reinforced tailgate hinges, and some even had rear TJ bumpers. Some also got the newly tuned
straight-6 engine that was designed to run quieter in preparation for the TJ. Top options for YJ
were the same as those offered on TJ. A Soft top with "half doors", featuring soft plastic zipper
windows came standard windows could be removed completely from these doors. Full-frame
doors with conventional glass windows were optional on soft-top models. Hard tops with rear
wiper and defroster were optional, but came standard with full-framed doors. The YJ featured
large mirrors with manually adjustable arms on half-door models, while full-framed doors
received smaller adjustable mirrors with fixed arms which were mounted further away from the
door corner, compared to the larger-style mirrors. Depending on year and interior color, Jeeps
could be had with the top colors in black, white, tan and gray. Roll-bar padding normally
matched top color, with the exception of white tops. From to Jeep produced an options package
known as the "Islander". Features of the package are as follows:. Vehicles were shipped as
optioned Wranglers to Autostyle in the Detroit area, where the Renegade Decor Package was
installed, then shipped back to Jeep for delivery to dealers. Renegades all have a small sticker
on the driver's side door, right above the latch denoting the visit to Autostyle. Initially, all
Renegades were white, black, or red. Blue and bronze were added for the and model years,
respectively. Contents of the Renegade Decor Package include:. Although soft-top models
came standard with "half doors", full framed doors with glass windows were an option, and as
on all 6-cylinder Wranglers, air-conditioning was also an option. A column shift automatic was
also an available option, but it was not popular. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This
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and tear. Has the vehicle ever been in an accident? Does the vehicle have any flood damage?
Are there any mechanical issues or warning lights displayed on the dashboard? Are there any
panels in need of paint or body work? Yes, 1. Yes, 2. Yes, 3 or more. Are any interior parts
broken or inoperable? Do any tires need to be replaced? Yes, 1 or 2. Yes, 3 or 4. How many keys
do you have? Does the vehicle have any aftermarket modifications? Are there any other issues
with the vehicle? Get the Edmunds Appraisal, so you know what it's worth Get an instant, no
obligation offer from CarMax to see how it compares No contact info needed, no annoying calls.
Enter VIN. Generate My Offer. Don't have your VIN? License Plate. State Select State. Don't have
your license plate? Estimated values for the Jeep Wrangler. See more. Did you know? The term
"Blue Book Value" might refer to the Kelley Blue Book value, but is often used as a generic
expression for a given vehicle's market value. You can find the market value of your Jeep
Wrangler on Edmunds. You'll need to know some basic facts about your vehicle, such as the
mileage, condition, option packages and trim level. If the vehicle is in worse shape, you'll want
to deduct a couple thousand dollars for each of the lower two condition levels. Learn more. A
number of factors will affect how much a Jeep Wrangler is worth. For starters, you'll need
information such as the year, mileage, condition level, options and trim level. If you need a more
accurate number, head to Edmunds, input your vehicle's details and you'll get an accurate
appraisal. The value of a Jeep Wrangler, or any vehicle, is determined by its age, mileage,
condition, trim level and installed options. Head to Edmunds for a more detailed appraisal,
where you can see its estimated dealer retail value along with the values for other condition
levels. There is no one perfect vehicle for everyone, so it is difficult to make a broad
assessment of the Jeep Wrangler. We recommend you read Edmunds expert reviews and
consumer reviews to make that buying decision for yourself. When in doubt, ask to test-drive
the Jeep Wrangler and see how it feels. Get a free appraisal here. To understand if the Jeep
Wrangler is a good vehicle for you, check out Edmunds' expert and consumer reviews and
ratings. To see if it's priced right, check out Edmunds' free appraisal calculator. Sponsored cars
related to the Wrangler. Sign Up. This is the open-top Jeep everyone loves to hate. Luckily for
YJ owners, once you clear a few hurdles the YJ is a great rig to own and wheel. The only rear
axle found in the YJ is unfortunately the Dana 35, which we pretty much never advise wasting
cash on. Mud Building a YJ for mud is a fairly standard recipe. Add some suspension lift, big
tires, and lockers to your 4. If you are building for 33s or 35s, you might be able to get away with
keeping the Dana 30 front axle, but the rear Dana 35 will need to be upgraded for tires over 32s.
If you have a four-banger YJ and live in an area where emissions are not an issue, upgrading to
a GM or Ford small-block V-8 is a popular option. Those should be easy to swap in and good in
mud up to about a inch tire. If you wanted to go full-width or to 1-tons, look for driver-drop Ford
Dana 44 with welded on, not cast in radius arm mounts or a front and rear Dana 60 front, rear
Ford 9-inch, or for maximum beef, a GM bolt. Rocks Keep it low and light and you can have lots
of fun in a YJ in the rocks. Then run a spring-over suspension in the front. Out back, get to
hacking and trimming for bigger tires so you can run a 2. Add in a good rollcage and some stout
rocker guards and your YJ will be safe and protected from the rocks. If you want to get fancy,
you can run stock FSJ front springs backwards in a spring-over configuration and some 4-inch
FSJ front springs out back in spring-under for a little bit of stretch for those waterfall climbs.
You might have to drop the factory gas tank, but you could go to a fuel cell in the bed or a new
tank designed for a wheelbase stretch. If leaf springs are just too old school, you can swap to
one of many three- or four-link suspension kits and run coilovers or air shocks in the front or
rear. As for axles, the same basic information holds true for rocks as for mud, but lockers are a
must. You might want to drop a tire size, as rocks and big tires are hard on drivetrain. Sand You
are definitely gonna want a 4. You can try using longer springs with a shackle reversal up front
or swap to a link style suspension and coilovers, but the short wheelbase will eventually limit
the upper end of high-speed prerunner play in a YJ. If dunes are more your flavor, a YJ would be
a great base to build-up a sand drag Jeep with its durable boxed frame. Just drop in massive
cubes, a built auto tranny, front shackle reversal, a strong rear axle, a linked, coilover
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